Abstract. This is a report for the author's talk in ICM-2018. Motivated by the formulas of Gross-Zagier and Waldspurger, we review conjectures and theorems on automorphic period integrals, special cycles on Shimura varieties, and their connection to central values of Lfunctions and their derivatives. We focus on the global Gan-Gross-Prasad conjectures, their arithmetic versions and some variants in the author's joint work with Rapoport and Smithling. We discuss the approach of relative trace formulas and the arithmetic fundamental lemma conjecture. In the function field setting, Z. Yun and the author obtain a formula for higher order derivatives of L-functions in terms of special cycles on the moduli space of Drinfeld Shtukas.
Introduction
We begin with a special case of Pell's equation
where p ≡ 1 mod 4 is a prime number. Let K be the real quadratic field Q[ √ p] and O K its ring of integers. Then most solutions to Pell's equation can be extracted from the group of units in O K , which is known to be the product of {±1} and an infinite cyclic group generated by a fundamental unit. In 1830s, Dirichlet systematically constructed units in O K using special values of trigonometric functions:
where mod p denotes a square residue. Dirichlet also showed that the obstruction for θ p to be a fundamental unit is the class group of K, with the help of an infinite series L s, · p = n≥1, p∤n n p n −s , s ∈ C, Re(s) > 1.
Here · p denotes the Legendre symbol for quadratic residues. This is now called a Dirichlet L-series, and it has holomorphic continuation to s ∈ C with a simple zero at s = 0. What Dirichlet discovered can be stated as two formulas for the value at s = 0 of the first derivative: the first one is in terms of θ p , 1) and the second one is in terms of the class number h p and the fundamental unit ǫ p > 1,
Dirichlet also proved two formulas for an imaginary quadratic field. For simplicity, let p ≡ 7 mod 8 be a prime. Now the L-series L s, · p does not vanish at s = 0. His first formula states 3) and the second one is in terms of the class number
A non-trivial corollary is a finite expression for the class number
i.e., the difference between the number of square residues and of non-square residues in the interval (0, p/2). In 1952, Heegner discovered a way to construct rational points (over some number fields) on elliptic curves using special values of modular functions, in a manner similar to Dirichlet's solutions to Pell's equation. For instance, the elliptic curve (1 − q n ) 12 . Here as customary, z ∈ H is on the upper half plane, and q = e 2πiz . Then Heegner's strategy is to evaluate (γ 2 , γ 3 ) at z in an auxiliary imaginary quadratic field K to construct points of E with coordinates in an abelian extension of K. The theorem of Gross and Zagier [16] then relates the Néron-Tate heights of Heegner's points to special values of the first order derivatives of certain L-functions, providing an analog of Dirichlet's formula for a real quadratic field (1.1). In this new context, an analog of Dirichlet's formula for an imaginary quadratic field (1.3) is the theorem of Waldspurger [46] relating toric period integrals (cf. §2.2.1) to special values of L-functions of the same sort as in the work of Gross and Zagier.
A natural question is to generalize the constructions of Dirichlet and of Heegner to higher dimensional algebraic varieties, and at the same time to generalize their relation to appropriate L-values. As a partial answer to this question, in this report we will consider some special algebraic cycles on Shimura varieties, cf. §3.1.1. A class of such special cycles are the arithmetic diagonal cycles that appear in the arithmetic Gan-Gross-Prasad conjecture [9, §27] .
A parallel question is the generalization of the formulas of Dirichlet (1.3) and of Waldspurger to automorphic L-functions on a higher rank reductive group G over a global field F . In this direction, we will consider automorphic period integrals for a spherical subgroup H of G, i.e.,
H(F )\H(A) φ(h) dh,
where φ is a function on G(F )\G(A), and A the the ring of adèles of F . The central object is the quotient H(F )\H(A) sitting inside G(F )\G(A). This paradigm may be viewed as a degenerate case of special cycles sitting inside the ambient Shimura variety.
To study the relationship between automorphic periods and L-values, Jacquet invented the relative trace formula, cf. [21] . In [58] we adopted the relative trace formula approach to study height pairings of special cycles in the arithmetic Gan-Gross-Prasad conjecture. In this context, we formulated local conjectures (on intersection numbers of the arithmetic diagonal cycle on Rapoport-Zink spaces), namely the arithmetic fundamental lemma conjecture (cf. [58] ), and the arithmetic transfer conjecture by Rapoport, Smithling and the author (cf. [37, 38] ). In this report we will review the approach, the conjectures and the status.
Another natural question is in the direction of higher order derivatives of L-functions in the Gross-Zagier formula. In [54] Yun and the author found a geometric interpretation of the higher order derivative in the functional field setting, in terms of special cycles on the moduli stack of Drinfeld Shtukas with multiple number of modifications, cf. §4. To generalize this to the number field case, one is led to the tantalizing question of finding Shtukas over number fields.
Limited by the length of this report, we will not discuss the analog of the class number formula (1.2) and (1.4) in our setting. In the context of elliptic curves over Q, this is the conjectural formula of Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer. When the analytic rank is one (resp. zero), we have an equivalent statement in terms of the divisibility of Heegner points (resp. of normalized toric period integrals), thanks to the formula of Gross-Zagier (resp. of Waldspurger). Much of the equivalent statement has been proved in the past thirty years. Beyond elliptic curves (or modular forms on GL 2 ), there have been many recent developments where special cycles play a crucial role in the study of Selmer groups of Bloch-Kato type. We hope to return to this topic on another occasion.
Acknowledgments. The author thanks B. Gross, M. Rapoport, Y. Sakellaridis, B. Smithling and S. Zhang for helpful comments.
Notation. Let F be a global field (unless otherwise stated), i.e., a number filed or a function field (of a geometrically connected smooth proper curve X over a finite field k = F q ). Let A = A F = ′ v F v be the ring of adèles, the restricted direct product over all completions F v of F . The ring of integers in a non-archimedean local field F v is denoted by O Fv . For a subset of places S, we let A S = ′ v∈S F v . When F is a number field, we write A = A f × A ∞ , where A f is the ring of the finite adèles and A ∞ = F ⊗ Q R.
For a field extension F ′ /F and an algebraic group G over F ′ , we denote by R F ′ /F G the Weil restriction of scalars. We denote by G m the multiplicative group.
Automorphic periods and L-values
2.1. Spherical pairs and automorphic periods.
2.1.1. Automorphic quotient. Let G be an algebraic group over F . We define the automorphic quotient associated to G to be the quotient topological space
When F is a function field, we assume that K is a compact open subgroup of G(A). When F is a number field, we assume that K is a product
is a compact open subgroup, and K ∞ is a suitable subgroup of G(A ∞ ). We then define a quotient
When F is a function field, this is a discrete set (or naturally as a groupoid). When F = k(X), G = GL n , and K = v GL n (O Fv ), the groupoid [G] K is naturally isomorphic to the groupoid Bun n (k), the k-points of Bun n (the stack of vector bundles of rank n on X).
Automorphic period.
From now on let G be a reductive group over F . Let H ⊂ G be a subgroup. Let Z G be the center of G and let Z = H ∩ Z G . Let A 0 (G) be the space of cuspidal automorphic forms on [G] , invariant under the action of Z(A). Then the automorphic H-period integral is defined by 
Let π be a (unitary throughout the article) cuspidal automorphic representation of G(A). For simplicity, we assume that there is a unique embedding π ֒→ A 0 (G) (in many applications this is the case). We consider the restriction of P H to π; this defines an element in P H,π ∈ Hom H(A) (π, C). Definition 2.2 (Jacquet). A cuspidal automorphic representation π is (globally) distinguished by H if the linear functional P H,π ∈ Hom H(A) (π, C) does not vanish, i.e., there exists some φ ∈ π such that P H (φ) = 0.
It is also natural to consider a twisted version. Let χ be a character of Z(A)H(F )\H(A). We define the automorphic (H, χ)-period integral P H,χ in a similar manner,
If π is distinguished by H, then Hom H(A) (π, C) = 0, and in particular, Hom H(Fv ) (π v , C) = 0 for every place v. We then say that π v is (locally) distinguished by H(F v ) if Hom H(Fv ) (π v , C) = 0. Very often the automorphic period integral P H behaves nicely only when the pair (H, G) satisfies certain nice properties, such as (i) the multiplicity-one property dim Hom H(Fv) (π v , C) ≤ 1 holds for all v, or the multiplicity can be described in a certain nice way, and (ii) the locally distinguished representations can be characterized in terms of L-parameters.
Jacquet and his school have studied the distinction for many instances (locally and globally, cf. [21] ). A large class of (H, G) called spherical pairs are expected to have the above nice properties, according to the work of Sakellaridis [43] and his joint work with Venkatesh [44] .
2.1.3. Spherical pairs. Let (H, G) be over a field F (now arbitrary). The reductive group G acts on G/H by left multiplication. If F is an algebraically closed field, we say that the pair (H, G) is spherical if a Borel subgroup B of G has an open dense orbit on G/H [43] . Over a general field F , the pair (H, G) is said to be spherical if its base change to an algebraic closure of F is spherical. We then call H a spherical subgroup of G.
Here are some examples.
(i) Whittaker pair (N, G), where G is quasi-split, and N is a maximal nilpotent subgroup.
(ii) The pair (G, G × G) with the diagonal embedding.
(iii) Symmetric pair (H, G), where H is the fixed point locus of an involution θ : G → G. This constitutes a large class of spherical pairs, including
• the unitary periods of Jacquet and Ye (cf. the survey [36] ), where G = R F ′ /F GL n , and H is a unitary group attached to a Hermitian space with respect to a quadratic extension F ′ /F . This period is related to the quadratic base change for the general linear group.
• the Flicker-Rallis periods [61, §3.2] , where G = R F ′ /F GL n , and H = GL n , for quadratic F ′ /F . This period is related to the quadratic base change for the unitary group.
• the linear periods of Friedberg-Jacquet [7] , where H = GL n/2 × GL n/2 embeds in G = GL n by
(iv) the Rankin-Selberg pair (named after its connection to Rankin-Selberg convolution Lfunctions), where G = GL n−1 × GL n , and H = GL n−1 ֒→ G with the embedding
(There are also spherical subgroups of GL m × GL n when |n − m| > 1 involving non-reductive subgroups.) (v) the Gan-Gross-Prasad pairs (SO n−1 , SO n−1 × SO n ) and (U n−1 , U n−1 × U n ); see §2.2.2. They resemble the Rankin-Selberg pairs. (There are also spherical subgroups of SO m × SO n and U m × U n when |n − m| > 1 involving non-reductive subgroups).
2.2.
The global Gan-Gross-Prasad conjecture and the Ichino-Ikeda refinement. Let F be a number field for the rest of this section.
2.2.1. Waldspurger formula. Let B be a quaternion algebra over F and let G = B × (as an F -algebraic group). Let F ′ /F be a quadratic extension of number fields and denote by T the torus R F ′ /F G m . Let F ′ ֒→ B be an embedding of F -algebras, and T ֒→ G the induced embedding of F -algebraic groups. Then (T, G) is a spherical pair. In [46] , Waldspurger studied the automorphic period integral P T,χ (sometimes called the toric period), and he proved an exact formula relating the square |P T,χ | 2 to a certain central L-value. Below we will consider one generalization of Waldspurger's formula to higher rank groups, i.e., the global conjectures of Gan-Gross-Prasad and Ichino-Ikeda. For this report, we implicitly assume the endoscopic classification of Arthur for orthogonal and unitary groups.
2.2.2.
The global Gan-Gross-Prasad conjecture. Gan, Gross, and Prasad [9] proposed a series of precise conjectures regarding the local and global distinction for (H, G) when G is a classical group (orthogonal, unitary and symplectic), extending the conjectures of Gross and Prasad [14, 15] for orthogonal groups.
We recall their global conjectures in orthogonal and Hermitian cases. For simplicity, we restrict to the case when the spherical subgroup is reductive. Let F be a number field, and let F ′ = F in the orthogonal case and F ′ a quadratic extension of F in the Hermitian case. Let W n be a non-degenerate orthogonal space or Hermitian space with F ′ -dimension n. Let W n−1 ⊂ W n be a non-degenerate subspace of codimension one. Let G i be SO(W i ) or U(W i ) for i = n − 1, n, and δ : G n−1 ֒→ G n the induced embedding. Let
with the "diagonal" embedding ∆ : H ֒→ G (i.e., the graph of δ). The pair (H, G) is spherical and we call it the Gan-Gross-Prasad pair. Let π = π n−1 ⊠ π n be a tempered cuspidal automorphic representation of G(A). The central L-values of certain automorphic L-functions L(s, π, R) show up in their conjecture, where R is a finite dimensional representation of the L-group L G, cf. [9, §22] . We can describe the Lfunction as the Rankin-Selberg convolution of suitable automorphic representations on general linear groups. For i ∈ {n − 1, n}, let Π i,F ′ be the endoscopic functoriality transfer of π i from G i to suitable GL N (A F ′ ): in the Hermitian case, this is the base change of π i to GL i (A F ′ ); and in the orthogonal case, this is the endoscopic transfer from G i (A) to GL i (A) (resp. GL i−1 (A)) if i is even (resp. odd). Then the L-function L(s, π, R) can be defined more explicitly as the
We are ready to state the global Gan-Gross-Prasad conjecture [9, §24] . The automorphic H-period integral does not vanish on π, i.e., P H (φ) = 0 for some φ ∈ π.
(ii) The space Hom H(A) (π, C) = 0 and the central value L( 1 2 , π, R) = 0. Remark 2.4. It is known that the pair (H(F v ), G(F v )) satisfies the multiplicity one property by Aizenbud, Gourevitch, Rallis, and Schiffmann [1] for p-adic local fields, and by Sun and Zhu [45] for archimedean local fields. The local conjectures of Gan, Gross, and Prasad [9, §17] specify the member π v in a generic Vogan L-packet (cf. [9, §9-11] ) with dim Hom H(Fv ) (π v , C) = 1, in terms of local root numbers associated to the L-parameter. Their local conjectures are mostly proved by Moeglin and Waldspurger [35, 47] (p-adic orthogonal groups), and Beuzart-Plessis [2, 3] (unitary groups over p-adic and archimedean local fields).
We have the following result.
Theorem 2.5. Let G = U(W n−1 ) × U(W n ) for Hermitian spaces W n−1 ⊂ W n over a quadratic extension F ′ of F . Let π be a tempered cuspidal automorphic representation of G(A) such that there exist a non-archimedean place v of F split in F ′ where π v is supercuspidal. Then Conjecture 2.3 holds.
This was proved in [60] under a further condition on the archimedean places, which was later removed by Xue [48] . The local condition above was due to a simple version of the JacquetRallis relative trace formula in [60] , cf. §5.2. Zydor and Chaudouard [5, 63] have made progress towards the full relative trace formula that should remove the local condition.
Remark 2.6. Ginzburg, Jiang, and Rallis [10, 11] have proved the direction (i) =⇒ (ii) of Conjecture 2.3 for both the orthogonal and Hermitian cases when the group G is quasi-split and the representation π is (globally) generic.
2.2.3.
Ichino-Ikeda refinement. For many applications, we would like to have a refined version of the Gan-Gross-Prasad conjecture, analogous to the Waldspurger formula for the toric period P T,χ in §2.2.1. We recall the refinement of Ichino and Ikeda [20] (for orthogonal groups; later their idea was carried out for unitary groups by N. Harris in [18] ).
is the motive dual to the motive M associated to G n by Gross [13] . It is a product of special values of Artin L-functions. We will be interested in the following combination of L-functions,
We also write L (s, π v ) for the corresponding local factor at a place v. Let π v be an irreducible tempered unitary representation of G(F v ) with an invariant inner product ·, · v . Ichino and Ikeda construct a canonical element in the space Hom
(2.5)
Ichino and Ikeda showed that the integral converges absolutely for all (tempered) π. In fact, the convergence holds for any strongly tempered pair (H, G), cf. [44] . When π v is unramified and
We normalize the local canonical invariant form:
We endow H(A) (resp. G(A)) with their Tamagawa measures and [H] (resp. [G]) with the quotient measure by the counting measure on H(F ) (resp. G(F )). We choose the Haar measure dh on H(A) and the measures dh v on H(F v ) such that dh = v dh v . Let φ, ϕ Pet be the Petersson inner product of φ, ϕ ∈ π = ⊗ v π v , and choose the local inner products ·, · v such that
We can now state the Ichino-Ikeda conjecture [20, Conj. 1.5 and 2.1] that refines the global Gan-Gross-Prasad conjecture 2.3.
Conjecture 2.7. Let π be a tempered cuspidal automorphic representation of G(A). Then for
where β π is the rank of a finite elementary 2-group associated to the L-parameter of π.
Remark 2.8. If Hom H(A) (π, C) = 0, both sides of (2.7) vanish.
Remark 2.9. In the orthogonal case and n = 3, the refined conjecture is exactly the same as the formula of Waldspurger. When n = 4 the conjecture is proved by Ichino [19] . Little is known in the higher rank case, cf. the survey [8] .
In the Hermitian case and n = 2, the conjecture follows from Waldspurger's formula [18] . In general, we have the following result, due to the author [61] and Beuzart-Plessis [4] .
(ii) all archimedean places of F are split in F ′ .
Then Conjecture 2.7 holds.
For some ingredients of the proof, see §5.2.3.
2.2.4.
Reformulation in terms of spherical characters. Let π be a cuspidal automorphic representation of G(A). We define the global spherical character I π as the distribution on G(A)
where the sum runs over an orthonormal basis OB(π) of π (with respect to the Petersson inner product). Note that I π is an eigen-distribution for the spherical Hecke algebra H S (G) away from a sufficiently large set S (including all bad primes), in the sense that for all
where λ π S is the "eigen-character" of H S (G) associated to π S . We define the local spherical character in terms of the local canonical invariant form α v in (2.6), 
By [61, Lemma 1.7] , this conjecture is equivalent to Conjecture 2.7. This new formulation is more suitable for the relative trace formula approach, cf. §5.2.3. This also inspires us to state a version of the refined arithmetic Gan-Gross-Prasad conjecture where the Ichino-Ikeda formulation does not seem to apply directly, cf. §3.2.3, Conjecture 3.5.
Special cycles and L-derivatives
3.1. Special pairs of Shimura data and special cycles.
3.1.1. To describe our set-up, we introduce the concept of a special pair of Shimura data. Let S be the torus R C/R G m over R (i.e., we view C × as an R-group). Recall that a Shimura datum G, X G consists of a reductive group G over Q, and a G(R)-conjugacy class X G = {h G } of R-group homomorphisms h G : S → G R (sometimes called Shimura homomorphisms) satisfying Deligne's list of axioms [6, 1.5] . In particular, X G is a Hermitian symmetric domain. Definition 3.1. A special pair of Shimura data is a homomorphism [6, 1.14] between two Shimura data δ : H, X H / / G, X G such that (i) the homomorphism δ : H → G is injective such that the pair (H, G) is spherical, and (ii) the dimensions of X H and X G (as complex manifolds) satisfy
In particular, we enhance a spherical pair (H, G) to a homomorphism of Shimura data
Remark 3.2. It seems an interesting question to enumerate special pairs of Shimura data. In fact, we may consider the analog of special pairs of Shimura data in the context of local Shimura data [41] . It seems more realistic to enumerate the pairs in the local situation.
For a Shimura datum (G, X G ) we have a projective system of Shimura varieties {Sh K (G)}, indexed by compact open subgroups K ⊂ G(A f ), of smooth quasi-projective varieties (for neat K) defined over a number field E-the reflex field of (G, X G ).
For a special pair of Shimura data (H,
we have a finite morphism (over the reflex field of (H, X H ))
The cycle z KH,KG := δ KH,KG, * [Sh KH (H)] on Sh KG (G) will be called the special cycle (for the level (K H , K G )). Very often we choose K H = K G ∩ H(A f ) in which case we simply denote the special cycle by z KG . Remark 3.3. (i) Note that here our special cycles are different from those appearing in [25, 26] .
(ii) When dim C X G is even, the special cycles are in the middle dimension. When dim C X G is odd, the special cycles are just below the middle dimension, and we will say that they are in the arithmetic middle dimension (in the sense that, once extending both Shimura varieties to suitable integral models, we obtain cycles in the middle dimension).
The special cases in the middle dimension are very often related to the study of Tate cycles and automorphic period integrals, e.g., in the pioneering example of Harder, Langlands, and Rapoport [17] , and many of its generalizations.
Below we focus on the case where the special cycles are in the arithmetic middle dimension.
3.1.2. Gross-Zagier pair. In the case of the Gross-Zagier formula [16] , one considers an embedding of an imaginary quadratic field F ′ into Mat 2,Q (the algebra of 2 × 2-matrices), and the induced embedding
Note that H R ≃ C × as R-groups (upon a choice of embedding F ′ ֒→ C). This defines h H : S → H R , and its composition with the embedding H R → G R defines h G : S → G R . We obtain a special pair (H, X H ) → (G, X G ), where
In the general case, we replace F ′ /Q by a CM extension F ′ /F of a totally real number field F , and replace Mat 2,Q by a quaternion algebra B over F that is ramified at all but one archimedean places of F . X. Yuan, S. Zhang, and the author proved Gross-Zagier formula in this generality in [49] .
3.1.3. Gan-Gross-Prasad pair. Let (H, G) be the Gan-Gross-Prasad pair in §2.2.2, but viewed as algebraic groups over Q (i.e., the pair (R F/Q H, R F/Q G)). The groups are associated to an embedding W n−1 ⊂ W n of orthogonal or Hermitian spaces (with respect to F ′ /F ). Now we impose the following conditions. (i) F is a totally real number field, and in the Hermitian case F ′ /F is a CM (=totally imaginary quadratic) extension.
(ii) For an archimedean place ϕ ∈ Hom(F, R), denote by sgn ϕ (W ) the signature of W ⊗ F,ϕ R as an orthogonal or Hermitian space over F ′ ⊗ F,ϕ R. Then there exists a distinguished real place ϕ 0 ∈ Hom(F, R) such that
in the orthogonal case, and
in the Hermitian case. In addition, the quotient W n /W n−1 is negative definite at every ϕ ∈ Hom(F, R) (so the signature of W n−1 is given by similar formulas). Then Gan, Gross, and Prasad [9, §27] prescribe Shimura data that enhance the embedding H ֒→ G to a homomorphism of Shimura data (H, X H ) → (G, X G ), where the dimensions are
3.2. The arithmetic Gan-Gross-Prasad conjecture.
3.2.1. Height pairings. Let X be a smooth proper variety over a number field E, and let Ch i (X) be the group of codimension-i algebraic cycles on X modulo rational equivalence. We have a cycle class map cl i : Ch
where H 2i (X) is the Betti cohomology H * X(C), C . The kernel is the group of cohomologically trivial cycles, denoted by Ch i (X) 0 . Conditional on some standard conjectures on algebraic cycles, there is a height pairing defined by Beilinson and Bloch,
This is unconditionally defined when i = 1 (the Néron-Tate height), or when X is an abelian variety [27] . In some situations, cf. [39, §6.1], one can define the height pairing unconditionally in terms of the arithmetic intersection theory of Arakelov and Gillet-Soulé [12, §4.2.10]. This is the case when there exists a smooth proper model X of X over O E (this is also true for Deligne-Mumford (DM) stacks X and X ).
3.2.2.
The arithmetic Gan-Gross-Prasad conjecture. We consider the special cycle in the GanGross-Prasad setting §3.1.3, which we also call the arithmetic diagonal cycle [39]. We will state a version of the arithmetic Gan-Gross-Prasad conjecture assuming some standard conjectures on algebraic cycles (cf. [39, §6]), in particular, that we have the height pairing (3.1). For each K ⊂ G(A f ), one can construct "Hecke-Kunneth" projectors that project the total cohomology of the Shimura variety Sh K (G) (or its toroidal compactification) to the odd-degree part (cf. [39, §6.2] in the Hermitian case; the same proof works in the orthogonal case). Then we apply this projector to define a cohomologically trivial cycle z K,0 ∈ Ch n−1 Sh K (G) 0 (with C-coefficient). The classes {z K,0 } K⊂G(A f ) are independent of the choice of our projectors (cf.
[39, Remark 6.11]), and they form a projective system (with respect to push-forward). We form the colimit
The height pairing with {z K,0 } K⊂G(A f ) defines a linear functional
This is the arithmetic version of the automorphic period integral in §2.1.2. The group G(A f ) acts on the space Ch
denote the π f -isotypic component of the Chow group Ch n−1 Sh(G) 0 . We are ready to state the arithmetic Gan-Gross-Prasad conjecture [9, §27] , parallel to Conjecture 2.3.
Conjecture 3.4. Let π be a tempered cuspidal automorphic representation of G(A), appearing in the cohomology H * (Sh(G)). The following statements are equivalent.
(ii) The space Hom H(A f ) (π f , C) = 0 and the first order derivative L ′ ( 1 2 , π, R) = 0. In the orthogonal case with n ≤ 4, and when the ambient Shimura variety is a curve (n = 3), or a product of three curves (n = 4), the conjecture is unconditionally formulated. The case n = 3 is proved by X. Yuan, S. Zhang, and the author in [49] ; in fact we proved a refined version. When n = 4 and in the triple product case (i.e., the Shimura variety Sh K (G) is a product of three curves), X. Yuan, S. Zhang, and the author formulated a refined version of the above conjecture and proved it in some special cases, cf. [50] . In fact we work with a variant of the Shimura data defined by Gan, Gross, and Prasad [9, §27]. We modify the groups R F/Q G and R F/Q H defined previously
where the symbol c denotes the unitary similitude factor. Then we have
We then define natural Shimura data H, {h H } and G, {h G } , cf. [39, §3] . This variant has the nice feature that the Shimira varieties are of PEL type, i.e., the canonical models are related to moduli problems of abelian varieties with polarizations, endomorphisms, and level structures, cf. [39, §4- §5].
For suitable Hermitian spaces and a special level structure K
, we can even define smooth integral models (over the ring of integers of the reflex field) of the Shimura variety 
(In [39, §5.1] we do cut out the desired Shimura variety with the help of a sign invariant. Here, implicitly we need to replace this space by its toroidal compactification. )
We now describe the arithmetic diagonal cycle (or rather, its integral model) for the level K
When n is odd (so n − 1 is even), we define
and we can define an embedding explicitly by "taking products" (one sees easily that the conditions on the kernels of polarizations are satisfied):
When n is even, the situation is more subtle; see [39, §4.4].
With the smooth integral model, we have an unconditionally defined height pairing (3.1) on
. Now we again apply a suitable Hecke-Kunneth projector to the cycle z K for
, and we obtain a cohomologically trivial cycle
where R(f ) is the associated Hecke correspondence. Let H ram F ′ ( G) be the spherical Hecke algebra away from the set ram F ′ of primes ramified in F ′ /F . Parallel to Conjecture 2.11, we can state an alternative version of the arithmetic Gan-GrossPrasad conjecture in terms of spherical characters for the special level K
Conjecture 3.5. There is a decomposition
where the sum runs over all automorphic representations of G(A) that appear in the cohomology H * (Sh G,KG ) and are trivial on Z Q (A), and Int π is an eigen-distribution for the spherical Hecke algebra H ram F ′ ( G) with eigen-character λ π ram F ′ in the sense of (2.9). If such a representation π is tempered, then
Here the constant β π is the same as in §2.2.4, and there is a natural extension of the local spherical characters I πv to the triple ( G, H, H).
Remark 3.6. Conjecture 3.5 can be viewed as a refined version of the arithmetic Gan-GrossPrasad conjecture 3.4. Other refinements were also given in by the author [57] and independently by S. Zhang [56] . Both of them rely on standard conjectures on height pairings, and hence are conditional.
Shtukas and higher Gross-Zagier formula
Now let F be the function field of a geometrically connected smooth proper curve X over a finite field k = F q . We may consider the analog of the special pair of Shimura data (cf. 3.1.1) in the context of Shtukas. Now there is much more freedom since we do not have the restriction from the archimedean place. One may choose an r-tuple of coweights of G to define G-Shtukas (with r-modifications), and the resulting moduli space lives over the r-fold power
This feature is completely missing in the number field case, where we only have two available options:
(i) when r = 0, the automorphic quotient [G] K plays an analogous role, cf. 2.1.1.
(ii) when r = 1, we have Shimura varieties Sh KG (G) associated to a Shimura datum (G, {h G }).
These varieties live over Spec E for a number field E.
In [54] Yun and the author studied a simplest case, i.e., the special cycle on the moduli stack of rank two Shtukas with arbitrary number r of modifications. We connect their intersection numbers to the r-th order derivative of certain L-functions. We may view the result as an analog of Waldspurger's formula (for r = 0) and the Gross-Zagier formula (for r = 1).
4.1.
The Heegner-Drinfeld cycle. Let G = PGL 2 and let Bun 2 be the stack of rank two vector bundles on X. The Picard stack Pic X acts on Bun 2 by tensoring the line bundle. Then Bun G = Bun 2 / Pic X is the moduli stack of G-torsors over X.
Let r be an even integer. Let µ ∈ {±} r be an r-tuple of signs such that exactly half of them are equal to +. Let Hk µ 2 be the Hecke stack, i.e., Hk
where the E i 's are vector bundles of rank two over X × S, the x i 's are S-points of X, each f i is a minimal upper (i.e., increasing) modification if µ i = +, and minimal lower (i.e., decreasing) modification if µ i = −, and the i-th modification takes place along the graph of x i : S → X,
The Picard stack Pic X acts on Hk 
The stack Sht µ G is a Deligne-Mumford stack over X r , and the natural morphism
is smooth of relative dimension r. Let ν : X ′ → X be a finiteétale cover of degree 2 such that X ′ is also geometrically connected. Denote by F ′ = k(X ′ ) the function field. Let T = (R F ′ /F G m )/G m be the non-split torus associated to the double cover X ′ of X. The stack Sht µ T of T-Shtukas is defined analogously, with the rank two bundles E i replaced by line bundles L i on X ′ , and the points x i on X ′ . Then we have a map There is a natural finite morphism of stacks over X r , induced by the natural map ν * :
It induces a finite morphism
This defines a class in the Chow group of proper cycles of dimension r with Q-coefficients,
In analogy to the Heegner cycle in the Gross-Zagier formula [16, 49] in the number field case, we call Z µ T the Heegner-Drinfeld cycle in our setting. Remark 4.1. The construction of the Heegner-Drinfeld cycle extends naturally to higher rank Shtukas (of rank n over X ′ , respectively rank 2n over X) of type µ = (µ 1 , · · · , µ r ). Here µ i are coweights of GL n (or GL 2n ) given by (±1, 0, · · · , 0) ∈ Z n (or Z 2n ).
Taylor expansion of L-functions.
Consider the middle degree cohomology with compact support
. This vector space is endowed with the cup product
Let ℓ be a prime number different from p. Let K = v G(O Fv ), and let H Q ℓ = H (G(A), K) be the spherical Hecke algebra with Q ℓ -coefficients. For any maximal ideal m ⊂ H Q ℓ , we define the generalized eigenspace of V with respect to m by
We also define a subspace V Eis with the help of an Eisenstein ideal, cf [54, §4.1.2]. Then we prove that there is a spectral decomposition, i.e., an orthogonal decomposition of H Q ℓ -modules,
where m runs over a finite set of maximal ideals of H Q ℓ , and each V m is an H Q ℓ -module of finite dimension over Q ℓ supported at the maximal ideal m; see [54, Thm. 7.16] for a more precise statement. Let π be an everywhere unramified cuspidal automorphic representation π of G(A). The standard L-function L(π, s) is a polynomial of degree 4(g − 1) in q −s−1/2 , where g is the genus of X. Let π F ′ be the base change to F ′ , and let L(π F ′ , s) be its standard L-function. Let L(π, Ad, s) be the adjoint L-function of π and define
where the the square root is understood as ǫ(π F ′ , s) −1/2 = q 4(g−1)(s−1/2) . In particular, we have a functional equation:
. We consider the Taylor expansion at the central point s = 1/2:
i.e.,
If r is odd, by the functional equation we have
Now we fix an isomorphism C ≃ Q ℓ . Let m = m π be the kernel of the associated character λ π : H Q ℓ → Q ℓ , and rename V m in (4.3) as V π . Then our main result in [54] 
where ω X is the canonical divisor, and |ω X | = q −2g+2 .
Remark 4.3.
Here we only considerétale double covers X ′ /X, and everywhere unramified π (whence the L-function has nonzero Taylor coefficients in even degrees only). In [55] , Yun and the author are extending the theorem above to the case when X ′ /X is ramified at a finite set R and π has Iwahori levels at Σ such that R ∩ Σ = ∅.
4.3.
Comparison with the conjecture of Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer. Let π be as in Theorem 4.2, and ρ π the associated local system of rank two over the curve X by the global Langlands correspondence. Let
In particular, the dimension of the eigenspace W ′ Fr=q π is at most ord s=1/2 L(π F ′ , s) (the conjectural semi-simplicity of Fr implies an equality). It is expected that, the complex Rπ 
Note that the generalization of the conjecture of Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer to function fields by Artin and Tate predicts that dim W
We have a similar conjecture when X ′ /X is ramified at a finite set R and π has Iwahori levels at Σ such that R ∩ Σ = ∅, cf. [55] . In a forthcoming work, Yun and the author plan to prove that (i) Let r 0 ≥ 0 be the smallest integer r such that Z 
5. Relative trace formula 5.1. An overview of RTF. A natural tool to study automorphic period integrals is the relative trace formula (RTF) introduced by Jacquet. For the reader's convenience, we give a very brief overview of the relative trace formula (cf. the survey articles [21, 28, 29, 36] ).
We start with a triple (G, H 1 , H 2 ) consisting of a reductive group G and two subgroups H 1 , H 2 defined over F . Known examples suggest that we may further assume that the pairs (H i , G) are spherical (cf. §2.1.3), although this is not essential to our informal discussion here.
To a test function f ∈ C ∞ c (G(A)) we associate an automorphic kernel function,
which is invariant under G(F ) for both variables x and y. This defines an integral operator representing R(f ) for the action R of G(A) on the Hilbert space L 2 ([G]). Therefore the kernel function has a spectral decomposition, and the contribution of a cuspidal automorphic representation π to the kernel function is given by 
The spectral contribution (5.1) from an automorphic representation π is the (global) spherical character (relative to (H 1 , H 2 )), denoted by I π (f ). Similar to (2.8), this is equal to
For certain nice orbits γ ∈ G(F )/H 1,2 (F ), we can define orbital integrals (relative to H 1,2 ):
where H 1,2,γ denotes the stabilizer of γ, and vol stands for "volume". The relative trace formula attached to the triple (G, H 1 , H 2 ) is then the identity between the spectral expansion and the geometric expansion of I(f ):
where the · · · parts need more care (in fact saying so is oversimplifying). We will use RTF (G,H1,H2) to stand for the above relative trace formula identity. This is only a very coarse form, and depending on the triple (G, H 1 , H 2 ) the identity may need further refinements such as stabilization, as experience with the Arthur-Selberg trace formula suggests.
Remark 5.1. When we take the triple (H × H, ∆ H , ∆ H ), where ∆ H ⊂ H × H is the diagonal embedding of H, the associated relative trace formula is essentially equivalent to the ArthurSelberg trace formula associated to H. Therefore the RTF can be viewed as a generalization of the Arthur-Selberg trace formula.
In application to questions such as the Gan-Gross-Prasad conjecture, we need to compare two RTFs that are close to each other,
The comparison allows us to connect the automorphic periods on G to those on G ′ . There are many successful examples, although it is a subtle question how to seek comparable RTFs in general.
5.2. Jacquet-Rallis RTFs.
5.2.1. We recall the two RTFs constructed by Jacquet and Rallis [22] to attack the Gan-GrossPrasad conjecture in the Hermitian case (cf. §2.2.2).
The first RTF deals with the automorphic H-period integral on G and is associated to the triple (G, H, H). The second one is associated to the triple (
and H
is the Rankin-Selberg pair, and (H ′ 2 , G ′ ) the Flicker-Rallis pair, cf. §2.1.3. Moreover it is necessary to insert a quadratic character of H
is the quadratic character associated to F ′ /F by class field theory.
For the later application to the arithmetic Gan-Gross-Prasad conjecture, we introduce (cf.
We set Remark 5.3. In [9] , Gan, Gross, and Prasad also made global conjectures for SO n × SO m and U n × U m when |n − m| > 1. Towards them in the Hermitian cases, Y. Liu in [31, 32] has generalized the construction of Jacquet and Rallis.
5.2.2.
Geometric terms: orbital integrals. In the comparison of geometric sides of two RTFs, we need to match orbits and orbital integrals. We review the comparison in the Jacquet-Rallis case.
We call an element γ ∈ G(F ) regular semi-simple (relative to the action of H 1,2 = H 1 × H 2 ) if its orbit under H 1,2 is Zariski closed and its stabilizer is of minimal dimension. The regular semisimple orbits will be the nice ones for the study of orbital integrals. For the triples (G, H, H) and
2 ) in the Jacquet-Rallis RTFs, the condition is equivalent to γ having Zariski closed orbit and trivial stabilizer. In particular, for such γ the orbital integral (5.3) simplifies. We denote by G(F ) rs (resp. G ′ (F ) rs ) the set of regular semi-simple elements in G(F ) (resp. G ′ (F )). We denote by G(F ) rs and G ′ (F ) rs the respective sets of orbits. Depending on the pair of Hermitian spaces W := (W n−1 , W n ), we denote the triple (G, H, H) by (G W , H W , H W ). We consider the equivalence relation (
where the left superscript changes the Hermitian form by a multiple λ. There is a natural bijection (cf. [58, §2], 5) where the left hand side runs over all pairs W = (W n−1 , W n ) up to equivalence. This bijection holds for any quadratic extension of fields F ′ /F of characteristic not equal to 2. Now we let F ′ /F be a quadratic extension of local fields. For g ∈ G W (F ) rs and f ∈ C ∞ c (G W (F )) we introduce the orbital integral
, and s ∈ C, we introduce the (weighted) orbital integral
We set 
whenever γ ∈ G ′ (F ) rs matches g. Here ω(γ) is a certain explicit transfer factor [38, 60] .
(iii) We say that a component f W in the tuple is a transfer of f ′ if the remaining components of the tuple are all zero.
In [60] we prove the following.
Theorem 5.5. Let F ′ /F be a quadratic extension of p-adic local fields (then there are two equivalence classes of pairs of Hermitian spaces denoted by W, W ♭ respectively). Then for any
, and for any pair
This was conjectured by Jacquet and Rallis [22] . For archimedean local fields F ′ /F , an "approximate transfer" is proved by Xue [48] .
5.2.3.
Spectral terms: spherical characters. We are now back to F being a number field. For the triple (G, H 1 , H 2 ) we have defined the global (resp. local) spherical characters by (2.8) (resp. by (2.10)). For the triple (
, we define the global spherical character associated to a cuspidal automorphic representation Π of G ′ (A),
where P H ′ 1 ,s is the automorphic period integral P H ′ 1 ,χs for the character χ s of
. We expect to have a global character identity [61, Conj. 4 
.2]:
Conjecture 5.6. Let π be a tempered cuspidal automorphic representation of G(A) such that Hom H(A) (π, C) = 0. Let Π = BC(π) be its base change which we assume is cuspidal. Then for
Remark 5.7. In fact here we have β π = 2 due to the cuspidality of Π = BC(π). Conjecture 5.6 is known when π v is supercuspidal at a place v split in F ′ /F , cf. [60] . In general it should follow from a full spectral decomposition of the Jacquet-Rallis relative trace formulas, and perhaps along the way one will discover the correct definition of the global spherical character J Π (f ′ ) when Π = BC(π) is not cuspidal.
In [61, §3.4] , we defined a local spherical character J Πv (f ′ v , s) for any tempered Π v (depending on some auxiliary data). Then, for pure tensors f ′ = ⊗ v f ′ v , the global spherical character decomposes naturally as an Euler product for Π = BC(π),
We set J Πv (f
. We expect to have a local character identity [61, Conj. 4.4] :
, where κ πv is an explicit constant.
By a theorem of Harish-Chandra, the character of an admissible representation of G(F v ) for any reductive group G over a p-adic local field F v admits a local expansion around the identity of G(F v ) as a sum of Fourier transforms of unipotent orbital integrals. We have a partial analog for the local spherical character J Πv .
Theorem 5.9. Let v be a non-archimedean place. Let Π v = BC(π v ) be the base change of a tempered representation π v of G(F v ). For any small neighborhood of the identity element of
, where µ reg is the Fourier transform of the (relative) regular unipotent orbital integral, cf. [61, §6.3, §8.2], and c Π is an explicit constant depending on Π.
We have the following. The case of a split v is rather easy [61] . The case of a supercuspidal representation π v was proved in [61] . For the general p-adic case, the result is proved by Beuzart-Plessis in [4] using Theorem 5.9, a local relative trace formula for Lie algebras in [60, §4.1] , and a group analog in [3] . 
cf. (5.4) . Then the idea is that, in analogy to the usual comparison of two RTFs, we hope to compare the height pairing Int(f ) in (3.4) and ∂J(f
Remark 5.12. Here we note that there is no archimedean component in the test function f on the unitary group side. Implicitly we demand that (3.2) , the orbits on G(F ) rs are in natural bijection with those on G(F ) rs , and all geometric terms related to G in §5.2.2 transport to G. We will not repeat the definitions.
To be able to work in a greater generality than the case the height pairing (M K G ( G)), and we extend the action R of a smaller Hecke algebra
action R on the arithmetic Chow group. We define
We can then state an arithmetic intersection conjecture for the arithmetic diagonal cycle on the global integral model
) is a correction function. Furthermore, we may choose f ′ such that f ′ corr = 0. Remark 5.14. A deeper understanding of the local spherical character J Πv (f ′ v , s) (or rather, its derivative) in (5.9), together with the spectral decomposition of J(f ′ , s), should allow us to deduce Conjecture 3.5 from Conjecture 5.13. We hope to return to this point in the future.
The comparison can be localized for a (large) class of test functions f and f ′ . Let f = ⊗ v f v be a pure tensor such that there is a place u 0 of F where f u0 has support in the regular semisimple locus G(F u0 ) rs . Then the cycles R(f ) z K and z K do not meet in the generic fiber Sh K G ( G). The arithmetic intersection pairing then localizes as a sum over all places w of F ′ (note that F = Q)
Here for a non-archimedean place w, the local intersection pairing Int w (f ) is defined through the Euler-Poincaré characteristic of a derived tensor product on
v be a pure tensor such that there is a place u 0 of F where f ′ u0 has support in the regular semi-simple locus G ′ (F u0 ) rs . Then we have a decomposition
where each term is a product of local orbital integrals (5.6),
The first derivative ∂J(f ′ ) then localizes as a sum over places v of F ,
where the summand ∂J v (f ′ ) takes the derivative of the local orbital integral (cf. (5.8)) at the place v,
It is then natural to expect a place-by-place comparison between Int v (f ) = w|v Int w (f ) and 
For a place w 0 of F ′ above a non-split place v 0 of F = Q, we have a smooth integral model
) for inert v 0 (resp. ramified v 0 ). For an inert v 0 , the comparison between Int v0 (f ) and ∂J v0 (f ′ ) is then reduced to a local conjecture that we will consider in the next section, the arithmetic fundamental lemma conjecture. Let W ♭ [v 0 ] be the pair of nearby Hermitian spaces, i.e., the Hermitian space (with respect to F ′ /F ) that is totally negative at archimedean places, and is not equivalent to W at v 0 . Let G ♭ [v 0 ] be the corresponding group, an inner form of G.
Theorem 5.15. Let f = ⊗ v f v be a pure tensor such that
(ii) there is a place u 0 of F where f u0 has support in the regular semisimple locus G(F v0 ) rs .
Then
Orb(g, f u ), (5.11) where the local intersection number Int v0 (g) is defined by (6.2) in the next section. The expansion (5.11) resembles the geometric side of a usual RTF, and hence we call the expansion (the geometric side of) an arithmetic RTF.
Finally, for a ramified place v 0 , the analogous question is reduced to the local arithmetic transfer conjecture formulated by Rapoport, Smithling and the author in [37, 38] . We have a result similar to Theorem 5.15, [39, Thm. 8.15].
Geometric RTF (over function fields).
In the last part of this section, let us briefly recall the strategy to prove the higher Gross-Zagier formula in §4 over function fields.
To continue from §4, let f be an element in the spherical Hecke algebra H (with Q-coefficient). Let Then Yun and the author proved in [54] the following key identity, which we may call a geometric RTF, in contrast to the arithmetic intersection numbers in the number field case. In this situation of geometric intersection, our proof of the key identity (5.12) is entirely global, in the sense that we do not reduce the identity to the comparison of local orbital integrals. In fact, our proof of (5.12) gives a term-by-term identity of the orbital integrals. This strategy is explained in the forthcoming work of Yun on the function field analog of the arithmetic fundamental lemma [53] .
For a more detailed exposition on the geometric construction related to the proof of Theorem 5.12, see Yun's survey [52] .
The arithmetic fundamental lemma conjecture
We now consider the local version of special cycles on Shimura varieties, i.e., (formal) cycles on Rapoport-Zink formal moduli spaces of p-divisible groups. The theorem of Rapoport-Zink on the uniformization of Shimura varieties [42] relates the local cycles to the global ones, and this allows us to express the local height of the global cycles (the semi-global situation in [39] ) to intersection numbers of local cycles, cf. Theorem 5.15.
6.1. The fundamental lemma of Jacquet and Rallis, and a theorem of Yun. Now let F be a finite extension of Q p for an odd prime p. Let O F be the ring of integers in F , and denote by q the number of elements in the residue field of O F . LetF be the completion of a maximal unramified extension of F . Let F ′ /F be an unramified quadratic extension. Recall from §5.2.2 that there are two equivalence classes of pairs of Hermitian spaces, denoted by W, W ♭ respectively, such that, for W = (W n−1 , W n ), both W n−1 and W n contain self-dual lattices. We rename the respective groups as G and G ♭ respectively, and we rewrite the bijection of orbits (5. Jacquet and Rallis conjecture that the same is always true for any odd p [22] . Yun proved the equal characteristic analog of their conjecture for p > n; Gordon deduced the p-adic case for p large (but unspecified), cf. [51] .
6.2. The arithmetic fundamental lemma conjecture. Next, we let N n be the unitary Rapoport-Zink formal moduli space over Spf OF parameterizing Hermitian supersingular formal O F ′ -modules of signature (1, n − 1), cf. [24, 38] . Let N n−1,n = N n−1 × Spf OF N n . Then N n−1,n admits an action by G ♭ (F ). There is a natural closed embedding δ : N n−1 → N n (a local analog of the closed embedding (3.3)). Let ∆ : N n−1 −→ N n−1,n be the graph morphism of δ. We denote by ∆ Nn−1 the image of ∆. For g ∈ G ♭ (F ) rs , we consider the intersection product on N n−1,n of ∆ Nn−1 with its translate g∆ Nn−1 , defined through the derived tensor product of the structure sheaves, We have defined the derivative of the orbital integral (5.8). (ii) When p ≥ n 2 + 1, the AFL conjecture 6.2 holds for minuscule elements g ∈ G ♭ (F ) in the sense of [40] . Part (i) was proved in [58]; a simplified proof when p ≥ 5 is given by Mihatsch in [33] . Part (ii) was proved by Rapoport, Terstiege, and the author in [40] ; a simplified proof is given by Li and Zhu in [30] . Mihatsch in [34] proved more cases of the AFL for arbitrary n but under restrictive conditions on g.
Remark 6.5. (i) Yun has announced a proof of the function field analog of the AFL conjecture [52, 53] .
(ii) Let F ′ /F be a ramified quadratic extension of p-adic fields. In [37, 38] , Rapoport, Smithling, and the author propose an arithmetic transfer (AT) conjecture. This conjecture can be viewed as the counterpart of the existence of transfer (cf. Theorem 5.5) in the arithmetic context over a p-adic field. We proved the conjecture for n = 2, 3.
(iii) The analogous question on archimedean local fields remains a challenge, involving Green currents in the complex geometric setting and relative orbital integrals on real Lie groups.
